DNA DIARIES

Consumer DNA testing has opened the genetic floodgates
—and there’s no turning back.

SYNOPSIS
DNA Diaries chronicles the scandalous wave of personal and family
secrets recently unearthed by consumer DNA data and genetic
genealogy using interviews, recreations, archive and graphics. Jawdropping stories and earth-shattering truths are rapidly being exposed,
23andMe CEO Anne Wojcicki says, “There’s no family that doesn’t have
a story,” she said. “If you’ve done 23andMe, it’s just a matter of time
before you figure out your own.”
Each stranger-than-fiction episode weaves a narrative of life-altering
family secrets and astounding answers to mysteries. Thanks to a
revolutionary new DNA technique, genetic genealogy, even the deepest
of family secrets are coming to light at rapid pace. From fertility
doctors inseminating patients with their own sperm, shocking
confessions revealing ones long lost father is a celebrity, to uncovering
priests secretly fathered children, each episode lifts the veil on a new
astounding hidden secrets.
DNA Diaries is the only show on television uncovering affairs, revealing
secret pregnancies, solving medical mysteries, exposing deeply buried
sexual mistakes, and exonerating the innocent. Every episode of DNA
Diaries captivates and thrills.

“It’s getting harder and harder to keep secrets in our society.
If people haven’t come to that realization, they probably should.” CeCe Moore
EXPERT GENETIC GENEALOGIST

OVERVIEW
DNA Diaries abundant, active storylines are made possible by the
popularity of genetic testing kits like 23andMe, AncestryDNA and
MyHeritage. Some people take these tests on a lark, others as a gift,
some because they are hoping to answer a burning question. No matter
the motive, many users end up getting far more than they bargained for.
Roughly 1 in 25 American adults have paid to have their genes analyzed..
Some users will choose to upload their DNA to the public database
GEDMatch, allowing genetic genealogists all over the world to connect
the dots of humanity. DNA Diaries will be there to tell these revolutionary
stories before anyone else.
Because of the deluge of genetic truth-bombs, the bar is high in
selecting DNA Diaries’ subjects. No matter the subject, we feature a
layering of complex themes like ethics, science, trust, race, and
forgiveness.
Our new genetic reality is one where revealing our true genetic selves is
commonplace. A reality where our dirty laundry has become essential to
knowing who we really are. DNA Diaries will start conversations that
culturally redefine truth, family, and our history.

HOW IT WORKS

“You have to build backward and then go forward in time to see where the branches come together.”

FORMAT
Each episode of DNA Diaries begins with a stylized recreation
recounting the DNA mystery we are about to solve. The
remainder of the episode weaves a compelling narrative told
by genetic genealogists, family members, law enforcement,
legal experts, and the press. Narration drives the story and
establishes milestones. In addition to the interviews and
recreations, DNA Diaries employs computer animations to
depict how genealogy and DNA are used to solve the mystery.
Archive materials are used to develop intimate, personal
profiles of the events.
Capitalizing on the wave of DNA revelations that are coming
to light everyday, DNA Diaries is a revolutionary, replicatable,
unscripted franchise. DNA Diaries pulls back the curtain on
the deluge of bizarre personal revelations due to the
popularity of consumer DNA testing. Much like Forensic Files
modernized the science-based true crime genre, DNA Diaries
captures a sea change in the way we view our own DNA.

Visually stunning recreations anchor DNA
Diaries in the time period as the mystery
unfolds.
Interviews are filmed environmentally to
enhance the character development.
Archive materials such as family photos,
news clips, and police reports help fill out
the epic tale unfolding before our eyes.

VISUAL STYLE

Graphics are employed to show the
genealogical and genetic connections as
they come to light.

“This generation right now and maybe the next 15 years or so,

there’s going to be a lot of shocking results coming out. ”

EXAMPLE EPISODE
Andy Barnes is quick to impart advice for anyone taking a DNA test on
a lark. “I just wish they would I knew much hurt there comes from this
unexpected news. I found out a few months before I turned 68 years
old and it is news I could have lived my whole life without knowing."
From the moment he opened his results online, he learned his beloved
father, who died in a car accident when he was 23, had not been his
biological father. "The last thing we would believe about mother was
that she had strayed," he says. "She was a moral woman, a teetotaler
and rule-follower,” Andy says. It took just 30 hours to determine his
biological father was a Catholic priest from Illinois. The first time he
saw his father was his obituary photo. “It was a version of me.” Andy
was taken aback by his instant connection to the man in the photo.
And while the truth was quickly revealed the mystery of how it
happened is still unfolding daily. His mother wasn’t Catholic, or even
religious. They hadn’t lived near Father Jamie’s church or even visited
the area. “How did they meet, let alone create a child together?” he
wondered. “My first lead was a person I had never heard of who
identified as a first cousin, it’s been connecting the dots from there.”
This led to meeting a whole new newfound family — at the funeral of a
relative he never knew. “I went through all these stages of grief,"
Andy says. "It was something out of my control, there was no going
back and no way to fix it."

EXAMPLE EPISODE
Ali had been sick as long as she can remember, in and out of hospitals for
unknown illnesses since the age of four. A medical mystery hundreds of rounds of
bloodwork could not answer, was solved by a small bit of saliva and an ancestry
website. “This secret that was kept from me for 42 years had practical effects
that were both staggering and dangerous. I gave incorrect medical history to
doctors all my life. My illness was genetic. I confidently told my doctors that
there was no family history.”
Through consumer genetic testing and the help of her neighbor, an amateur
genealogist, Ali discovered she was not only adopted, but conceived out of
prostitution. Her birth-mother had passed shortly after her birth and she was
placed with her parents at just 3 weeks old. She located a half-sister who
believes she was conceived via donor sperm, but that could be a cover story. “I’m
not sure we’ll ever know the real story of how she came to be.”
No matter how she came to be, her half-sister’s DNA held the key to Ali’s medical
mystery. Soon after comparing histories, Ali’s doctors zeroed in on the genetic
disease called Ehlers-Danlos syndrome. Caused by a variant in a gene that helps
build the body’s connective tissue, ED can be deadly without treatment.
“Many states make it difficult for adoptees to get birth certificates or other
documents that could help them track down birth families. DNA tests are “an end
run around the documentation problem. I think everyone has that right to know
their identities, have access to their family history, to their family medical
history. It could save someone’s life” Ali said. “I know because it saved mine.”

EXAMPLE EPISODE
Mark’s 14 year-old daughter, had long been into family
history since she discovered her grandfather had
participated in the Boston Tea Party. She had been pleading
with him to buy a DNA test and he had resisted, put off
partly by the $99 price tag.
“And then one day I gave in. I had no idea my world would
come crashing down,” Mark says. When his wife heard we
had sent out the kit she looked like she'd got hit by a truck.
He remembers the horrible expression on her face, like
“when you get caught red-handed stealing”.
What followed was a confession of long affair with Mark’s
brother Max. A paternity test, two months after their
daughter was born, had confirmed the little girl was not her
husband's child. She had kept that secret for 14 years.
"Nobody could understand that actually finding out your
daughter wasn't yours is worse than finding out your wife
had an affair with your brother. A hundred times worse."
The fallout has been unfathomable. “We separated soon
after, followed by a divorce. I’ve had to rebuild every single
relationship in my life. Every member of my family has
been hurt by this lie and the repercussions are still
unfolding.”

EXAMPLE EPISODE
When Alice Collins Plebuch decided to do a DNA test, she did it all in good fun.
Alice always identified as Irish American, attending everything Irish in her
hometown. So imagine her shock in learning her genes were a mix of European
Jewish and Middle Eastern.
This bombshell led her on an investigation to get to the bottom of bizarre—her
father had been sent home from the hospital with the wrong family. A mystery of
over 100 years had been solved by a mail-in DNA test. In 1913 two babies were
born at a New York Hospital in Albany, one to a Jewish family, the other to an Irish
Catholic family. The two infants had accidentally been mixed up in the hospital,
and were sent home with the wrong families, no one the wiser.
Alice’s journey involved a great deal of sleuthing, trawling through birth records,
and begging potential cousins to take DNA tests and share their results before
the truth was finally uncovered. Without consumer DNA testing, it is unlikely the
mystery would ever have been unearthed. The twists and turns of revealing the
truth will make every viewer think twice before taking a DNA test.

“It was like a nuclear bomb going off,
I took this test to see if I was really Italian and it changed
absolutely everything and every relationship
in my life.”

EXAMPLE EPISODE
At 48, Jasmine Cummings got bizarre news by way of an innocent Christmas gift. “I was dumbfounded,
Jasmine said. “‘Well, that’s a huge mistake. They must have mixed mine up with someone else’s, I was on
hold with customer service when my husband looks at it, and he says: ‘Honey, there’s no mistake. This is
you.’ “ What followed was an emotional journey to piece together the story of how she came to be.
In the 50’s and 60’s the shame surrounding infertility was intense and couples were eager to quietly
resolve the issue. People wanted children, and doctors wanted to help. And in Jasmine’s case, some
renegade doctors took this mission to extreme lengths. Her mother was inseminated with her doctor's
semen. Even worse, her mother had no idea. “Giving this news to my mother was hands down the hardest
day of my life,” says Jasmine.
My mom told me she brought Dad's sample to the doctor's office and he took it to the back room and
mixed something with it to make it more effective. She insisted she did not know he was adding his semen
to the concoction. It was common practice for couples to be told to have sex before and after the
procedure to further the sense that the (often completely sterile) husband could be the father. There was a
commonly used term for this: confused artificial insemination.
In the aftermath, Jasmine located four other half-siblings with two of residing within 60 miles. “I thought
about what to do with the information for months, eventually I wrote them a heartfelt letter. One showed
up at my house the next day and we talked for three hours, but ultimately, they have decided they do not
want a relationship with me.”
“At first, I was angry that there was something about me that I didn’t know until I was 48 years old. That
anger has subsided, and I even laugh about my situation sometimes, but I still wonder what would have
been different in my life had I known earlier.“ Cummings currently has a lawsuit pending against the
doctor for fraud, medical negligence, battery, emotional distress, and breach of contract.

EXAMPLE EPISODE
Three years ago, Phil Cole decided to take a DNA test "to help plan a
heritage vacation for his parents anniversary. The youngest of eight
children, he had always been intrigued by stories about his ancestors. As
a teenager he loved looking at old photographs with his grandmother and
over the decades he even had painstakingly pieced together a family
tree. But one email proved his efforts to be in vein, his family had been
keeping a painful, dark secret from everyone.
A few days after receiving his DNA results via email, a woman identified
on Ancestry as Phil’s second cousin sent him a message. Then another
second cousin reached out, with a surname Phil couldn’t link to the Cole
family tree. In fact, no one from the Cole lineage showed up among the
more than 1,000 people who matched his DNA. Soon it was revealed after
Phil’s older brother John was born their mother was unable to have more
children using her eggs, so they used a donor embryo, a revolutionary
new procedure suggested by their fertility doctor.
Ultimately, Phil got his heritage vacation, just not with the family he
expected. In an :overwhelming, exhausting and surreal” four-day visit
Phil met 80 family members. Phil’s grandmother was delighted to meet
him, her only grandson. He went to see his father’s grave with an uncle
“It took me at least a couple of weeks to recover,” he says. “But they
welcomed me with open arms.”
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